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With steady increase of invest in power sector and grid infrastructure construction, 
many cities' construction of rail transit during the urbanization process, china will 
provide a vast market of Electric Power Automation Equipment and Service . China, 
as a big power country, brings a big opportunity for corporations in Electric power 
automation equipment industry. Thus, those electric firms which want to succeed in 
future must focus on china. But, with the development of electric firms in china 
during the several decades, most of them have get big development and some 
technology even get to the level of leading the world. Compared the china's electric 
firms with the broaden, the former have obvious advantage of localizationand the 
supportive policy from government ,which make  broaden electric firms worse. 
The paper,take the Schneider electric Corporation for example ,analyses the 
competitiveness of  Electrical automation industry in china ,and then point the 
problems of the Schneider electric Corporation .Aim to these problems, the author set 
forth from three aspects which are market selection ,specific marketing tactic and the 
guarantee of marketing tactics. The second aspect contains the market orientation 
product, brand, price, place and service. And the last aspect is noted from new 
building and acquisitions, innovation, strategic alliancesand corporate culture.  
We conclude from the study that the firm ,firstly,should select the strategic market 
segment which is paid great attention by government,and then provide the 
customer-oriented product which include core value,tangible and intangible 
service;build the corporate brand through important item;media;government and so 
on ,adjust the price according to the character of product and the market trend ,form 
such distribution channels  which is prefer to indirect distribution channels to prompt 
service level and CRM. Besides,some measures about developing and inner building 
also should be paid attention,these measures include balance the new construction and 
merger;found R&D center based on the local resource;form all kinds of strategy 
alliance with upstream and downstream firms,even the competitors,at last ,the 
company should build the corporate culture to form inner cohesion and outer brand 
imagine.The paper also provides valuable illumination and reference for other electric 
firms in china. 
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